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About This Game

Downwell is a curious game about a young person venturing down a well in search of untold treasures with only his Gunboots
for protection. Make your way further and further down into the darkness filled with nasty creatures and mysterious secrets to
collect the spectacular red gems scattered about the rocks. Step into precariously placed shops and buy some helpful items or
level up between levels to battle well-dwelling monsters and uncover hidden caves filled with riches and relics. No two trips

down the well are ever the same!

The Amazing Gunboots  - The fashionable and lethal Gunboots allow players to unleash a torrent of firepower on the nasty
creatures dwelling in the well and slow your decent with each shot.

Unique Weapons & Items - Get different weapons, shop for peculiar items and obtain powerful upgrades that all stack and
affect the way you play!

A New Adventure Every Time - Each level in Downwell is procedurally generated, so no two trips down the well are ever the
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same providing a fresh new adventure each time!

Music by Eirik Suhrke.
Sound Design by Joonas Turner.
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Title: Downwell
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Moppin
Publisher:
Devolver Digital
Release Date: 15 Oct, 2015
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English,Japanese,French,Italian,German,Russian,Turkish
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I didn't review this game? It's so perfect! Feels like an old game I never played but still have nostalgia for... jamais vu. I wouldn't
recommend this game, for I couldn't play it. I was rather excited to play this for the first time, but once I clicked "PLAY", What
greeted me was an error message from "TEST PLATFORM"! I couldn't play even after all my desperate attempts to get it work,
so I feel rather ripped off. I was brimming with excitement only for that horrendous windows 7 error sound to play and what
was excitement crumbled to disappointment. I beg this game be fixed or my three dollars back.. In Downwell you play as a
sweet tiny boy trying to have fun jumping down a well
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